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Simon Cooper tempts a friend to join him

on the River Nadder for the 'evening rise'
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ake called me from his London
office one hotAugust afternoon to
complain that the air conditioning
was bust. I, on the other hand, was
standing in a gin-clear river,
comfortably cool in mywaders. Some
days I emyJake his City trader lifestyle,
slick Porsche and endless amounts of cash
but not today. "V/hy don'tyou jump on
the tiain and come fishing?" I suggested. A
couple of hours later he arrived at Tisbury
and we headed for the River Nadder, a
pretty trout chalkstream that runs through
one ofwiltshire's most sublime sheepgrazing valleys. It rises just east of
Shaftesbury to eventually join the Wylye
and merge with the Avon at Salisbury.
Aside from simply going fishing, the real
temptation for Jake and me that daywas
the prospect of an 'evening rise'. This bit
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bend in the river we had a good view
upstream and dornnstream, and kept our
eyes peeled for the first dimple on the
surface or the deiicate 'plop', which both
indicate a trout is feeding.
At the familiar sound I handed Jake the
rod, "You have the first cast". Kneeling
behind the bank fringe for cover, Jake
made some short little flicks with the rod
to pay out the line, dropping it to the
surface to check the fly was floating.
Satisfied, he lifted the line, gauged the
distance to the flsh, and with tr,vo deft trial
casts in the air landed the line on the
water with the third, the fly alighting
of angling jargon describes a brief
gently on the surface about two yards
moment after dusk, just before darkness
ahead of where we estimated the flsh was
falls, when the flsh go on a feeding frenzy,
holding.
gorging themselves on dead insects
In the gathering dark it was surprisingly
floating on the surface of the river. Part of
easy to see the line and the fly - both look
the mystique of the rise is that it does not
silver against the inky dark of the river. It
happen every evening, perhaps only one
was made easier still when the water
in flve.
suddenly erupted around the fly, andwith
That afternoon the signs looked good:
awhoop of joylake swiftlyraisedthe rod
breeze
and
bright sunshine all day, a slight
tip to hook the trout. But this trout
a hint of humidity. Bro\ Tl trout hate
obviously knew a thing or two about being
bright sunshine - theyhave no eyelids so
they don't like to look up to the surface on hooked, for it headed to a weed bed that
in the dark Jake couldn't sPot and
sunny days to feed. They do get hungry,
promptly threw the hook... l:0 to the fish.
however, so really it's a case of setting up
Leaving Iake to curse, I moved
your rod in the afternoon and waiting,
upstream as the river started to come
knowing that greed will get the better of
alive, with fish rising all over the place. At
them once the sun has set. So wait we did
this pointyou knowyou've not got much
as the heat went out of the day and the
longer. And while the temptation is to cast
light faded. From our vantage point at the
wiltshi
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Iike mad, haring up and doum the river
like a lunatic to cover every fish, the usual
rules of flyfishing should apply: pickyour
fish, cast once and make your one cast
your best cast. I observed this nrle at least
in part, and soon had three fish to my
name, one fly lost in a bush and both
hands stung by nettles when releasing the
fish back into the river. Checking my next
fly I realised I was squinting to see it and
looked up to realise that the evening had
gone from dusk to dark and all actMty on
the river had suddenly ceased. The
feeding was over and it was time to go.

Simon Cooper is founder and Managing
Director of the chalkstream letting agency
FishingBreaks,
fishingbreaks. co.uk,
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